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H enry Mr. Colby Bonsall
BoostsCamp us Sp i r it

By Tracey Hardman
SENIOR STAFT WRITER
anyone who Mr.
Ask
Bonsall is and youmay
get a blank look. But
ask anyone who Henry
is, and affectionate recognition is
sure to appear. Whether it'shis periodic cheering sessions or the humorous messageswhich he displays
at thediningroom tableashis "talking pieces,"Henry -has encouraged
many smiles here at Colby.
"Henry is Mr. Colby," says Ted
Flood,Assistant Manager for Dana.
"He has an enthusiasm that you
can't find in a lot of the students
these days. He tries,to bring it out in
the students and succeeds in getting support for the Colby spirit."
Henry graduated from Colby
inl931, and... came tack to work at
Seller's Dining Service five years
ago, adding spirit to the campus
ever since.
"When I first came here, I was
strictly a checker, tut later Seller's
asked me to become more of a liaison between the kitchen and the
dining hall's/"Henry says , "They
now jokingly call me the roving
ambassador."
Curreittly> his duties range from
working with Public Relationsbeing
a "Colby food critic," to handing

out athletic schedulesand cheering
for sports teams.
"Ilove my workhere and I dread
the day when I will have to leave,"
Henry says. "It's also very good for
me, I'm not aging so fast. I know
that for a fact."
Some students might be surprised when first witnessing one of
Henry's mini pep rallies in the din-

"I thinkHenry is
outstanding. He
goes beyond where
he has to go and has
a true affection for
the kids that really
shows "
-Janet Rackliff , a
Sailer's Worker
ing halls, b-yt no one can question
his sincere spirit. "I noticed last
year that many student s were apathetic about cheering," says Henry,
who1 has since started a Campaign
of sorts to recharge Colby spirit.
Although he was involved with
a failed attempt to bring back cheerleaders to Colby, Henry pers-

Forum Opens Dialogue
On I-PLAY Systems
By Ansa Attardi
STAFF WRITER
Critici sm of I-PLAY stung
both old and new systems at Stu-A's I-PLAY
open forum Tuesday
night,drawing roughly 45 students
to Lovejoy 215, only 10 to 12 of
which were not affiliated with student government.
"I don't think the intramural
program has worked for the last
four years," said Dan Spurg in , StuA vice president and moderator of
the90-minute forum. "By chang ing
the system,some good things were
ruined. But it wasn't a change from
a great thing to a bad thing. There
are different bad things now, "said
Spurgin, asking students to stay
away from discussing whether the
new system is good or bad.
The focus of the forum, Spurg in
said, should be to get ideas about
Colby 's intramural program.
. The I-PLAY system, which was
revamped last spring to includeonly
residence hall-based teams,was the
focus of muc h st u den t cont roversy
earlier this fall. In response to student dissatisfaction , Stu-A scheduled an open forum to be held after
the conclusion of tho fall sports

season.
Somestudents supported changing to a dual system, which would
incorporate both residence hall
based and non-hall affiliated teams.
The suggested dual league, according to supporters,would allow
the "A level" to be competitive with
no restrictions on team members
who did not live in the same residence hall. The "B level" would be
less competitive with teams being
formed on the hall level.
Spurgin felt that p roblems
would arise with a dual league. "If
wc try to make everyone happy,"
he said, "there will beaoo many
teams and rosters won't be filled ."
He also expressed concern that with
the attitude on campus, the old
system would dominate.
Some students felt that I-PLAY
should be for students who want to
be competitive outside the intercollegiat e sport s, keeping score an d
playing in a structured league with
referees.
"The purpose of intramurals,"
said Off-Campus President John
Hayworth, "is that people who want
to play are able to play. You
should n't be going around with
cattle prods to get people to play."
However, Spurgin said, "Some

ervered. He began leading dining
hall cheering for athletic teams. He
also had a professional sign made
with bold letters saying WHEN
COLBY WINS, and instructions for
all students to 1. stand up at their
tables, 2. join in applause, and 3.
shout the Colby cheer.
"I think people really get a kick
out of it. We just needed someone to
•get it started," says Henry. "The
sports teams really deserve to be
supported by our applause and
cheering."
The athletic teams agree. "When
we come back from a long game
and he's there in the dining hall
cheering, it's a great feeling," says
sophomore football player Steve
Earp. "He's the embodimentof the
spirit of alumni at Colby."
Henry was born in Foxboro,
Mass., but has lived in Waterville
since he was a child. He graduated
from Colby with degrees in Business Administration and Economics, and brought his Colby education to many irterestfh g fields including running'for the state senate
in Maine, beiriga cityclerk for Waterville, a personal-escort for Governor John Reed and a wholesale
distributor for Kraft cheese. He
was involved with starting the selling of Mircale Whip and Velveeta

Photo by J osh Friedman

Henry Bonsall '31, is one of the most enthusiastic boosters on campus.
cheese.
He has been married to his wife, without a written permit. "DisciDorothy, for 55 years and has five pline was pretty strict back then,"
children,sixgrandchaldren,and two he says.
great-grandchildren.
Although his Colby years were
"Colby has changed a great during the prohibition, Henry redeal since I went here," saysHenry, calls, "Drinking was there, but not
recalling that when he was a stu- as prominent [as today]. People
dent,girls were not allowed to wear would have taxi cabs bring liquor
Henry Continued On Page 10
pants, or leave campus with males

Task Force
Deadline Snagged
By Meredith Hart
STAFF WRITER

Off-campus presidentJ ohn Hayworth
makeshis voice heard at the I-PLAY
f orumTuesday.
people need other people to show
them how to get involved."
The old system was criticized
for being intimidating to women
and non-athletic males. Amy Davis,
Chaplin Commons president, said,
"My perception was that under the
old system, already formed sports
teams would be playing a different
sport as a team, and I felt intimidated."
,
;.Y
The new system came under
attack primarily because students
said that they did not want to be
required to play with people in their
dorm.
"This year your room draw
number determined your I-PLAY
t eam," said Steven Graber '90. It
was pointed out that under last
year's system, some teams were
composed of people from the same
I-PLAY Ccntinued On Page 2

Task Force on the
The
Status of Women and
Issues of Gender is in the
middle of its investigations and likely will not meet its
proposed end of the semester deadline for submission of their presidential report.
Tom Slierry '90, a student cochair for the committee and Student Association president, said that
the initial deadline was proposed
by faculty co-chair Cal MacKenzie.
Sherry said that "from the start it
was always an ambitious goal,"but
that it is ""much better to go over
everything and do a thorough repor
t."
Sincfc the report will be given to
President Cotter, there is no pressure for the preparation of the final
draft, as Cotter does not return to
campus until the spring. Any
amendments or changes that can "be
made in the institutional structure
at Colby as a result of the Task
Force's findings will be recommended to the President when he
returns.

Associate Dean of Faculty and
Director of Female Services Margrit
Lichterfeld confirmed that the Task
Force is in the middle of work.
Lichterfeld said that theissuesbeing
addressed by the committees are
"pretty complicated and vast in
terms of the amount of information
to gather." She said that sexism,
one of the major topics being discussed, is an "on-going problem
that students need to be educated
about every year."
The Task Force, now consisting
of 43 members and five sub-committees, is designed to be a broad
mandate focused on how gender
roles affect behavior on campus,
according to committee members .
The Task Force has had two open
hearings, for both faculty and students, as well as several group
meetings.
The group 's five sub-committees include Historical; Employment Issues; Curriculum, which
looks at the position of feminist
approaches in various disciplines;
Campus Life Issues, involving the
social system,d ate rape, an d Healt h
Center Policy; and Admissionsanci
Athletics, which includes the qucsTask Force Continued On Page 2

Judicial Board Cases Unfold
9

Student Versus Organization Disp ute
By Anne Sullivan
STAFF WHITER

Larry Rocca '89, who was
fired from WMHB for controversial language and subject
material during his sports onair broadcasting, is taking
WMHB to the Judiciary Board.
The hearing is scheduled for
Sunday,Nov. 3, in the Whitney
Room of Roberts Union and it is
anticipated to be open to the
public.
Rocca said hedisagreed with
WMHB's reasons for firing Mm.

"I think it was a terrible injustice. I
worked hard for WMHB for two
years.They werecompletely out of
bounds in firing me. Their reasoning was unjustified ," said Rocca.
"As far as I know he was not
kicked off the radio. He was told he
was not going to beon the air,which
is only one aspect of the radio station," Laura Kuske, WMHB program director, said. "It's a privilege
to be on the air."
"It's perfectly within his rights
to do it. I don't see why,he's only
going to be here for a couple of
weeks," said Assistant Director of
Student Activities and WMHB ad-

visor Todd Blake.
"It's not so much for me,it's
for other people," said Rocca. "I
think a dangerous precedent
has been set."
According to J-Board Chief
Justice Betsy Morgan,the Board
has had cases like this before.
"We have heard student v. student cases in the past .This case,
itself, is unusual," said Morgan.
Dean of Students Mark
Serdjenian, who advises the IBoard and attends the hearings
said, "This is the definite avenue to take/'Q

Dana 's Broken Window Inciden t

beers, said Yarrington.
on Fnday, October 22.
Before Shackettand Yarring*9L
Dave
Yarrington
who
was
,
STAFF WRITER
with Shackett on the night of the ton went to Dana where the winincident and joined in the break- dows werebroken,Shackett had
Two Colby male students, ing of a window in Dana, was also been accused, as he was leaving
tried by J-Board on charges of found guilty of lying to a Safety the Blue Light party, of throwdamaging collegeproperty, were and Security officer.
ing the partition down the stairs
found guilty Thursday evening,
"I was angry at being accused in Roberts.
Nov. 16.
Shacketf s sanctions include
of dropping the partition," said
Jon Shackett '92 was found Shackett at the hearing, in de- disciplinary probation through
guilty of breaking a window in fense of his actions.
spring break, payment of damthe first floor lounge of Dana,
ages,
and an additional fine .
Yarrington offered no reason
but innocent of charges that he for the damage other than joining
J-Board sanctioned Yarringallegedly dropped a partition in Shackett's anger, however, he ton to disciplinary probation for
down three flights of stairs in attributed some of his aggression the remainder of the year, payRoberts Union that endangered to alcohol consumption. "I had ment of damages, and a fine.Q
students at the Blue LightParty been drinking, but only a few

By Anne Sullivan

Off The Hill

Task Force

Continued From Page 1
tionof bias in admission policy,and
issues of treatment, resources, and
support in athletics.
The task force is also concerned
with the position of gay, lesbian,
and bisexual individuals on campus.
Lichterfeld hopes that even after the Task Force's report is finished, that a standing committee
will be established to continue addressing issues of gender.Q
Editor's note: S taff Writer Bet h
Ackroyd contributed to this article.

I-PLAY

Continued fro f n Page 1
residence hall without a policy
which mandated residence hall
teams.
The lack of actual participation
this fall was also criticized. Poor
scheduling and teams that didn't
play resulted in a large number of
forfeits.
'There is no allegiance,no motivation,and no incentive to play this
year," said Paul Argiro '92.
However,other studentsfelt that
it was easier to put together a team
within their residence hall.
Haywor
th indicated dissatisfaction with the student turnout.
"There are under 10 people here
who aren't on the Presidents Council. I question the effectivensss of
this/'he said.
The Presidents Council was
scheduled to discuss I-PLAY and
the results of the forum at their
meeting last nightQ

By Deb Filler
STAFF WRITER

LEWISTON -A student that took mushrooms laced with PCP, or
angel dust experienced a "bad trip* and suffered self-inflicted,
possibly permanent injury-Anonymous sources told T/w BatesSludentt the college's weekly newspaper, that freshmen women had
sold the laced drugs to the student after buying them at the
Grateful Dead concert in Philadelphia over October break.
Thewomen's volleyball team ended their season at 36-0, more
than good enough to be named ECACDivision III champions.
Their undefeated season Is the best single season record in Bates
sport$ h istory,

Hamilton

CLINTON, N.Y."« A new smoking bait Wds' declared on campus

and will take effect July % 1990. Smokingwill be prohibited in all
indoor public placesand in the work place,
Shen Tong, a Chihese leader at the May demonstrations in
Tiananmen Square,, spoke there yesterday, He has been held in
exile since June and just recently escaped, '

Amherst

NOlttHHAMPTOfyMA -.Twentyfive Amhorststudientsmarched
aw)s$town November20 declaring theircollege'? support of the
strikeagainst state budget cuts at the neighboring University of
MaswchupiBttB, The week^ong*facolty endowed tftftc*was $up
ported by2/3of theundcrgraduate student population At UMass
md, during tlie last two days, a large portion of the graduate
, ,
BhKtenfcbody,
!Irritation concerning the huge State budget cuts had been
0tt)vtf)-g0mitt|raMta&
much of thecuts. Specifically, UMasshasha d themost money<ut
from it's budgetof ;any institution in tho ftfttt* Amherstis in full
•
suppor
t of tho 8-rilce.a
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Students Given Chance To
Speak Out

photo by LizNordby
From left to right, Randy Helm ,Stan Nicholson, Bob MacArthur, and
Earl Smith.
Roughly 70 students voiced their opinions to Colby's policy
makers at the first Biannual Open Agenda Forum with the Senior
Staff, held Thursday,November 16. The forum, sponsored by the
Student Association, allowed students to speak with Acting President and Dean of Faculty Bob MacArthur, Administrative Vice
President Stem Nicholson, Dean of the College Earl Smith, and Vice
President for Development Randy Helm.
"It was a good opportunity to come and talk and let things hang
out,"said Smith. "[The forum] was lively,interesting, and it covered
a range of topics."
"People were asking serious questions and getting serious answers," said Tom Sherry, Stu-A president.
Among the issues raised were the.$500 fee for studying abroad ,
Dr. Bennett and the future of health care, the alcohol policy,I-PLAY,
and the change of pass/fail option to satisfactory/unsatisfactory.
"The senior staff did a very good job responding to questions,
with a few exceptions,"saidC^ryl Gariepy '91. "A few times,they
just talked around the issue and answered everything except the
question that was asked." !
Stu-A is planning on holding another Open _Agenda Forum in
the spring, according to Sherry.(A.A.)

ROTC Goes To The Polls

Bates
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An ROTC referendum is scheduled to go before the student body
Wednesday,Dec.6 The two questions to appear on the referendum
are the following:
1) That the College convey credit to students who take
ROTC at the University of Maine at Orono.
2) That permission be granted for ROTC to be taught on
campus if there is a sufficient number of students interested.
Students will be able to discuss the ROTC issue with their hall
presidents at Tuesday's hall meeting prior to voting. The results of
the vote will be presented in a recommendation to the faculty and
the Educational Policy Committee. (A.A.)

Support For Hungry Soars
Congratulations Colby for raising $3,000 for Maine Hunger Week!
Special thanks to: Sturtevant Hall, for raising the most money per
person for the secon d year in a row; "The Ritz," for their off-campus
participation; and the Junior Class, for winning the penny collection
competition (also for the second year), and for donating their prize
backtothecause;and to Hall Staff for all of their support! Many,many
thanks to all who helped,dona ted,and were generally enthusiastic! Rachel England, Colby Volunteer Center

Campus Quiet Fpr Turkey
Day Break

According to Safety and Security DirectorMark VanValkenburgh,
there wereno safety and security problems on campusover break. "It
was dead quiet which was great/' he said. (D,F.)

Quote Of The Week

"Well,I'm not worried about the future of America. I sure have a lot
of faith in them," Henry *Mr Colby* Bonsall'31en his feelingsabout
current students at Colby,?

EPC Decisions Shap e Colby's Academic Future
count s as much ,as Dean
Ma-Arthur's," said committee
member Tracey Hardman '92.
"We're talking about important
things.We're shaping the future of
Colby."
When asked about the possibil-

"it is up to the Student Association
to decide how it will choose its
members.'"
MacArthur went on to say that
Colby is unique in allowing students to sit on committees. In the
late 60's, according to MacArthur,

members on committees.
Of the eight current faculty
members on the EPC, six were
elected by the faculty and two were
appointedbyPresidentCotter. Each
of the three academic divisions,
including social sciences, natural

discussion and consideration of
changes in the academic program.
Lori Wright
After discussing an issue, it is
FEATURES EDITOR
brought to the faculty meeting for a
final vote.
Not many students knew it, but
Noting the importance of the
last year the Educational Policy
EPC, MacArthur said that "few
Committee (EPC), which is comdecisions coming from the EPC
prised of five students and eight
aren't mildly controversial."
facultymembers,decided to replace
Among other tilings, the EPC is
the pass/fail option with a satisfacreviewing the advising system,
i Wright .
By Lor
tory /unsatisfactory system, in
especially for first and second year
FEATURES EDITOR =
which students must receive a C
students. The current advising
minus or better to get a satisfactory
system "is not as effective as we
Regarding the new satisfactory /unsatisfactory grading option introduced by the EPC and ratified by
grade and full credit for a course,
would like," MacArthur said, parfaculty last spring, Dean of Faculty and Acting President Robert MacArthur said the faculty was
The EPC meets twice a month to
ticularly "in helping students think
concerned with students "deciding to aim low and receive the minimum passing grade." The change
discuss broad policy issues which
broadly over the four-year period."
raised student anger at the Nov. 16 all-campus forum.
directly affect Colby'sacademic life,
While he believes the "urgent adAccording to MacArthur,there was widespread feeling among faculty members that j student-."taking
ranging from parties during the
vising is done fine,the broader,proclasses pass/fail had a negative impact on the class as a whole,' especially in terms of class discussion
week to the proposed minority
spective, general education advisbecause students had not completed the reading.
studies requirement. EPC discusing is missing."
Facultymembers brought this issue to the EPC, where it Was discussed, voted on and brought back
sions range from being heated and
Issues to be discussed by the
to
the
faculty for a final vote.
debatable,like whether seniors who
end of this academic year include a
"Students on thecommittee were thoughtful in voicingtheir view,and their reasons for opting for the
have not completed their requireproposal to require 100 hours of
decision were convincing,although the vote was not unanimous/' said MacArthur.
ments should be able to participate
community service or social service
The Student Association will continue to discuss the issue, according to Dan Spurgin, Stu-A vice
in commencement, to the less convolunteer work, a proposal to limit
president.
troversial decision to make anthroproportion of course grade acAt the November 16- all-campus forum, questions were raised about the possibility that, under the
pology a major.
counted for by the final examinanew system, a student who is taking a class for a grade and receives a D will^et credit, while the person
With five students on ihe comtion, and whether multi ple choice
opting for the satisfactory/unsatisfactory would not receive credit.
mittee having an equal vote and
examinations are "inconsistent with
"There's a risk of that and that raises a question," said MacArthur. If the student wants the credits,
acting as representatives of the
a small college" because they lack
he suggested the option of being able to alter the grade from an unsatisfactory to a D, by a certain
entire student body, the EPC is
subjectivity, according to
revocation date.
designed to include student opinMacArthur.
However,'MacArthur said that the number of t/s that Colbystudents earn is "miniscule," and most
t
ion in its decision making processes.
Next year, the EPC intends to
I
of
them
are in pass/fail classes. "Very few colleges/' pass students for D work/'MacArthur said.
Two of the student members are
make a decision regarding division
appointed by the president of the
requirements, weighing the possicollege and three are appointed by ity of having the student represen- the college committee system was sciences, and humanities is repre- bility of a "set and specified core
the vice president of the Student tatives elected by the student body, revamped, and it was at this time sented, and the faculty committee curriculum" against the current
Association.
Dean MacArthur,acting president that a collective decision was made members serve three-year terms.
"menu approach," according to
"It's amazing that my vote and chairman of the EPC, said that to include students as equal voting
The EPC acts as a vehicle for MacArthur.Q
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Campus Break Nothin g To Be Thankful For
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The word from students is that
staying at Colby over Thanksgiving break was hardly a thankful
experience. It was cold, dark (due
to a power outage Friday), and had
food nothing like fresh turkey or
homemade stuffing.
"Campus was just not the best
place to be for Thanksgiving/' said
Jane Maloney, '91.
Brent Livingston '91 agreed. "It
seemed like they weren t too concerned with people staying up
here,"he said. "I mean the food was
horrible and the library was a hassle
for lots of people."
"It was one big frustration/' said
Maloney. "Some students needed
to do research and yet the library
was never open."Miller library was
open over break -for about 20 hours
over the five days. And Friday's
all-campus black-out shortened
library hours even more.
According to Physical Plant,the
electricity was off from 5:15 to 4
p.m. that afternoon,but the library,
having been forewarned of the
black-out,closed at 2:30 p.m..
Some students felt the library
was light enough to have remained
open when the electricity was off,
others said the hours should have
been extended to make up for the
lost time.
According to a library technician,it is a safety hazard to keep the
library open during a power outage. Officials at the library also said
that the holiday schedule was established at the beginn ing of the
semester and students were informed of the hours in advance of
the break. .

In the past, the library actually
ran a test counting the number of

students who used the facility over ,
a bi-ieak."It is front these results that
holiday hours were decided, according to officials.
The food available on campus
was a disappointment too. Breakfast was not available on campus at
all. On Friday, due to the power
outage, cold cuts were served for
lunch and dinner. And, on Satur-

day the dinner wasa plateof nachos
with chili. Maloney said that they
ran out of chili early on too.
That same night the men's
hockey game went into overtime
and the players did not make it to
the Spa until 6:05 p.m. Despite the
fact the 30 starving men arrived five
minutesafterclosingtime, the place
Break Continued On Page 5

*Echo Archives

What WouldLovej oy <p i i nf ( ?
By Krista Stein
STAFF WRITER

Twenty one years ago, on October 25, Carl T. Rowan, a
widely acclaimed1 writer and political commentator, won the
Elijah Parish Lovejoy award for excellence in journalism. 1n an
Echo editorial shortly afterwards, a student named Walter Effron wondered what Lovejoy himself would think of someof the
recipients of the award. Of Rowan; he said, 'lovejoy -died
defending his strongly anti-slavery newspaper, The Alton Gazette/ however, "Mr. Rowan, who is himself a Negro, recently
Wrote that Martin Luther King, by opposing the Vietnam war
was 'creating the impression that the Negro is disloyal'."
In addition, Effron w'ondetod what Lovejoy would think of
other recipients of the awaW,such as Otis Chandler, publisher
of the po, yfoj ftle- Tiptoft .who supjJOrted Batty GoldWater Jn
his 1964 quest for the presidency of the United States* Effron
conclude, that Lovejoy would fundamentally disagree with
many of these xneh's ideas, and with the views of many of the
other award recipients since the first award wasgiven in 1952.
This year on November 3,Colby recognized Gene Robertsof
the Philadelphia Irupiterwith an honorary doctor of laws degree
and the Elijah Parish,Lovejoy award. Roberts, cited as an
outstanding member o'f the press, spoke at the annua^onrvocaiiNtf Chtipil. Itio intertJflHhgto contemplatewhat
tyih lathetar
ElijahParish Lovejoy would have thought of Roberts and other
recent rfccipJenttv and what advice ho might haw offered the
Echo on such sensitive* fosue$ to confidentiality or naming
natrmd
\

CLASSIFIEDS/PERSONALS

Help Wanted

ATTENTION: Excelleiit Income
f or home assembly work. For Information call 504-646-1700
Dept. P6683
Housesitter for Holidays
needed. Woman preferred.
Must be totally responsible-and
and animal lover. If interested,
please call Coach Aboud,X-3371,
or 445-2863 or write c/o Athletics soon.

Cancun,Mexico,Jamaica and ski to promote our Spring Break
trips to Vermont and Colorado. Trips. Eammoney,freetrips,and
For more information call toll valuable work experience. APfree 1-800-344-8360 or in CT 203- PLY MOW!! Call Inter-Campus
937-3330.
Programs: 1-800-327-6013.
Cruise Shop Jobs. Hiring MenWomen. Summer/Year round.
Photographers, Tour Guides.
Recreation Personnel. Excellent
pay plus free travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific,
Mexico. Call Now! Call Refundable. 1-206736-0775 Ext. 1059J
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Racing Stock Skis for sale. K2
VO ma*with Salomon 737bindings. Edges are in excellent condition. Only $175. Call Sean at

AdS Policy-

Classifieds: Ads under 30
words cost $2.50. Each word beyond 30 costs seven cents.

Personals: Each personaol

musfbe under 3-0 words, contain
only first names or initials, and
have a return address when
submitted to the Echo. Each
Personal Ad costs £1.00 .
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THIS HOT LITTLE NUMBER
j .-..

In pizza , it' s got to be hot to be good. And ours is always hot because we

j Dinner

°SS3_!,
Sr.?r
pizza and

four
bottlesbf Cola
for only $9.49.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:
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Valid al participating sloros only. Nol valid wllh any olher ollor, Prices may vary.
Cuslomr pays appllcablo sales lax. Limited dollvory area. Our drivers carry loss
than SJ0.O0. ©1009 Domino 's Pizza , Inc.
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Open for Lunch
11am-1am Sua-Thura

40 Elm Street
Waterville
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129 Main Street
Waterv ille, ME 04901
(207) 873-6681

Holiday Super Sale
1st Item Full Price
2nd Item 1/2 Pri ce
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All Molson 6 packs -$3.47++. Discount Wine
All Bud , Miller , and Coors 12 pk . cans- $6,17+ +
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Busch
B usch
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1/2
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deliver in 30 minutes or less , guaran teed.
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1 MEN'S CASUAL WEAR
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WE'D UKE TO DEUVER
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A brighter futur e
is a won derful g ift !
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cK TakeKaplan Or TakeYourChances

**^

1980 Olds Cutlass Supreme. PS,
PB, Cruise, AC- AM/EM, No
ho dy rust, new tires, brakes, and

Attention - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8858 EXT. A 18399

Sugarloaf Condo- Roommates
wanted to share brand new furnished condo on mountain. $850
for season weekends, $1,250 for
full-time. Call Glen at 782-1812.
Leave message.

_________-__fi^______§_____-_____________ H

ONUEY H. KAPI -AN
fST

I F

Atten tion - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-6-2-838-8858Ext.
GH 18399

1984 Yamaha 70O Virago. 9,000
miles,exdcond. Alwaysgaraged.
Asking $1,100 or b/o. Call John
at 872-8700 days- 873-7350 eves.

For Rent

H

j

You don't need to use a ribbon. Just tell the most
important people on your gift list that you're
giving them a course from Stanley H. Kaplan.
Why not give a high school student the best
possible preparation for the SAT?
Or how about treating a college student to
Kaplan confidence before a graduate or licensing
exam?
What better gift to give to yourself than our
speed reading program.
Call us. We've got lots more "smart" gift
ideas!
with Holiday Greetings
to You and Your Family from

/ I

For Sale

9.piece living room set. 1couch,
1loveseat,1chair.,2 end tables, 1
coffee table,2 lamps, 1armchair.
$700/set. Call John at 872-8700
days and 873-7358 eves.

ext. 3080 or see skis in Mary Low
370.
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battery. Asking S1050. For Information, call Jim 873-5437,
Johnson 315

Lonely? Need a Date? Meet that
special someone today! Call
Attention : Earn money reading DATETTME (405) 366-6335
books. $32,000/year income
potential.Details. 1-602-838-8885 Will do typing/ word processing in my home. Reasonable
Attention: Hiring! Government rates. Contact Gloria Veiliux, 3
jobs in. you area. Many immedi- China Road,Winslow ME or call
ate openings without waiting lis t 872-5031
or test. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1602-838-8885. Ext. R18399.

A Free Gift just for calling plus Spring Break Sales Representaraise up to $1700 in only 10days! tives. Average $3,500) commis- Students: Earn while you run
Student groups needed for mar- sio ns, part time, flexible hours, 70% closing rate nationally on
keting project on campus. For plus free vacations (Cancun, our water units. Sure to be a
details plus a Free Cift, group Baham as, Bermuda, Rio, etc) 'standardkltchen applian ce in the
officers call 1-800-950-8472
Vacation Planners 1-800-47- 90's. Drink good tasting water
PARTYOOAM-TPM).
for pennies a gallon. One week
Campus Reps Needed. Earn Big
free trial. Call Linda at Back
Commissions and free trips _>y Spring Break 1990 - Individuad Cove Water. 774-9330.
selling Nassau/Paradise Island, or students organization needed

0
^

Services
Offered
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Bar rel -t l8. . 97+ +
B a r r c l - S 5 6 - 1 7»»

.W.E., W ELCOM E Mon-Sat 7am-9pm
RETURNABLESI Sun l2pm-7pm
A

I

Break
Continued From Page 3

GIVE THE
MARK OF DISTINCTION

still shut down. The team had to go
off campus to eat.The money came
out of their own pockets.
Fourteen students went to
Thanksgiving dinner at the Holiday
Inn. The food was good, according
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DAYS
JEWELERS

A growing tradition
Since 1914

106 Main Street

Waterville
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HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
N0W
• NATIONAL FIRM
BEGIN AFTER
INTERV,EW
EXAMS
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' GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
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public at the beginning of the semester. Students may have made
their holiday plans differently.
Mary Attenweiler, director of
Sellers Dining Services said "The
Spa crew seemed to think, everything went fine and the Holiday
Inn said the dinner was terrific."Q
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Style makes the man. And this sweeping style from Seiko features
three hands,an instant setting calendar dial-,and it's all
handsomely strapped in genuine brown leather.
Distinctively unique and designed to last
iA
g\
with Seiko's three-year warranty.
ft
£r__f _fr tfj rv*
Your assurance of quality,with
/\ l
yl*fx
?/%_*/[« *'
1
our commitment to style.
^*r
^sAVSJCA'

to most. Students were reimbursed
for the other two meals that were
not served on campus that day
because Sellers gaveits workers the
day off.
Maloney feels that all these
shortened schedulesand inconveniences should have been made

* INrERNSH,PS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

^JB#*f8R EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
"I VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION

PORTLAND/SOUTHERN MAINE 207-773-2235
__ , ,

~
Nights 'til 9
0Pei*

lUJSIOH SUBURBS
NAS HUA N.H ./LOWELL MA. AREAS
Wl)l.i.|.';ir i! COUNTY
I'MiiiM i' ' AHn AHFA

617-449-4362
503-891-1545
508-852-1680
401-946-nHO

WA KEFI ELD/NORTH SHORE AREAS
SOUTHEAST MASS. AREA
SOUTH SHORE/ PI YM0UTH , MA.
PORTSMnillll , N.H. /NrWBURYPnRT

617-246- .30K
508-947-100 b
617-837- 885'i
fin3- t)64- !W' --
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Mi Macintosh k "
youcan even do this: ¦im»h i
w

Macintostfcomputershavealwaysbeen easy to use.But they've never
been this easyto own.PresentingThe Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety •
of Apple*Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.WithTlie
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Withoutspendinga lot more money
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Founded in 1877

JANET BOUDREAU,Acting Editor
LAWRENCE ROCCA,Afez_ _ Ed itor
MAUREEN McGLYNN,
LOEI WRIGHT, Features Editor
Business Manager
DAVE WEISSMAN, Sports Ed itor
PETE CARPENTER,
AdvertisingManager .
BILLY GOODMAN,
"
AssistantSpor ts Editor.
. ELIZABETH BARBER.
, Subscriptions Manager
KATHLEEN MCKIERNAN.
Op inions Ed itor
HEIDI MEEHAN, LayoutEditor
TRACEY HA-RDMAN,
SUE KACHEN, Prod uction Ma nager
Sen br Staff Writer
BOB LIAN, PhotographyEditor
FVAN METCALF, Staff Artist
The_ditori __-_theofficUlop _nlonc -th -p_p_r.T ^
re yresent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its leaders, especiallythose within the Immediate communit y.
The/ should not exceed 200 words.
litters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday, letters must be received by The Colby Echo no later than
Monday evening of the same week.
Ihe Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

More Representation ,
Less Closed Doors
Student leaders this, year seem to recognize
the need for honest and accurate representation
more than ever before. The recent surge of informative ail-campus forums proves that. But more
progress is needed. Student representation needs
to be more representative.

To exact change in the best interest of students, it is essential
that students make their voices heard and that that voice is given
the important status it deserves from student representatives.
In years past, student government was a joke and the people
in power looked out for themselves, if they did anything at all.
This year) in the Sherry/Spurgin administration, stridentg'pveij'rtf ;
ment has made great strides. The open forum with Colby's senior
staff and the I-PLAY forum are examples of Stu-A giving students
an opportunityto speak tleir mind.
B-ut one thing became painfully clear after the forums. Thereis
a problem with student representation on Stu-A committees.
Presently, there are joint committees comprised of students
and faculty, such as the bookstore, athletic planning, and the
educational policy committees. The students on these committees
are selected by the Stu-A vice president. The application process
right now is an efficient one. Students weregiven the opportunity
at the beginning of the year to apply for spots on committees that
they were interested in. Dan Spurgin made the appointments
from those who applied. Fine.
The problem is that once these students are on a committee
there is no real communication between the students on the
committees and the general student body. Therefore, decisions
are being made with supposed student input because there are
students (committee members) involved in the decision process.
However, as we have seen in the past, there are times when
committee members make recommendations that are not really
representative of what the student body wants.
Far too often,committee members have made recommendations that were completely unrepresentative of student opinion
because they had no efficient way of canvasing the student body.
Stu-A should co'nstitutionalize open student forums for each
committee to be held as frequentl y as committees hold decision
making meetings. That way, students and committee members
can communicate openly about what is on the agenda and most
importantly, committee members will then be able to hear firsthand what students want in order to accurately vote as a true
representative.
(
Under this proposed system,if there were going to be an EPC
vote on whether or not students shy of credits should be allowed
to walk at graduation, there would be an open forum beforehand
where students could be educated on the matter while voicing
thoir opinions to ascertain what student opinion consensus exists.
Members of student government hold their positions because
thoy volunteered and ran to serve the student body. That service
should reflect their allegiance to student opinion not their own
opinion.
t
The student body need s a sign that their opinion is worth
something to their representatives and the Administration. Instituting forums at the committee letfel as well aspt the all-campus
Tevel provides that assurance,
Keep the deqision-maiking doors open to student input.

QQ ?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Concert Front
Dry For Now

ducing a balanced, unbiased paper
is evident in the simple fact that
they printed Peter Read-Smith's
letter - if they were indeed selfservingegomaniacstheycouldhave
very easily withheld that dissenting viewpoint.
The Echo is not perfect, by any
means, but the editors are working
toward a better paper and making
progress. More than ever before,
the Echo staff has been acting as a
group, and that democratic policy
has brought a level of quality to the
pages of The Colby Echo that has
distinguished the Echo and the
people who work for it. The Echo
has not only come to be an excellent
paper but has gotten there through
the conscientious decision-making
process of a group of intelligent,
highly principled people committedto excellence in journalism.Their
commitment to integrity and quality is not a travesty, it is the very
essence of responsible journalism.
Take pride in the Echo - it is worthy
of our pride and the staff deserve
our praise and respect.

Unfortunately there is not going
to be a concert this semester. There
are a number of reasons for this.
First of all, there were very few
bands who went out on tour this
fall. The number of bands on tour
this fall dropped considerably in
comparison to past years. We were
considering a couple of bands such
as The Kinks, The Smithereens, and
10,000 Maniacs.
We were not able to contract
these bands because of problems
with scheduling during basketball
season. The Student Association
only had access to three days in the
field-house after November 1.All of
the bands that we were interested
in were on tour after November 1.
For these reasons we were unable to have a concert. However,we
are in constant contact with our
agent apd we are working hard to
have a successful second semester
on the concert front.

curriculum at Colby and give students the opportunityto choose the
military as a profession.
Colby has sent many heroes off
to the wars and was proud of them
and their accomplishments. I for
one,leftColbyasaliberalartsgraduate, who was willing and able to
serve my country as a career, and
have never regretted it.
Tom Burke '47
Colonel USMC (Retired)

Rememberin g
ROTC

I attended Colby dunngthetime
of ROTC's decision to leave and
during the time of the Vietnam War
protests and during the illegalities
of Watergate and of CIA surveillance. I offer these observations
from that time.
ROTC stated that it was leaving
Colby due to an insufficient number of participants. I believe that,
has it changed?
Laura Senier '90
I never met a Colby participant
of ROTC who did not make genuinely independent intellectual and
moral decisions.
Colby ROTC faculty and participants were harassed, vilified,
and shouted down by people filled
with hate, rage, intolerance, otherwise exemplary community char" *
acter.
Congratulations to Dave JorAt the time,the provisions of an
gensen and the Colby Military Affairs Club for their interest in bring- ROTC contract were an infringeing.ROTC back. . . : .0 i i., CJ-u ,;0ni ment on t-heautonomy of the Colby
. j cannot believe that the opin- adininist-'atfo'nrit-lfethe^bfitracts
ions of Roger Bowen and Ii^ Sadgff changed?
I hope this time academic honas expressed in the October 19issue
esty
will dominate the discussion.
of The Colby Echo, are those of professors at our beloved Colby.
Sincerely,
When I look back at the many
Malcolm J. Perkins '73
Colby graduates and under graduates who have so faithfully and
honorably served our country as
leaders in time of need. They were
Officers and leadersbecause of their
My son, a sophomore at Colby,
Liberal Arts education. Military
leaders do not "take orders without was recently admitted to the Garriquestioning,"they teach,they dem- son-Foster Health Center for sevonstrate,they think,they plan, they eral days suffering from a severe
write, and most important, they viral infection and a bacterial superlead. Problem solving is an every infection. I would like the student
day event, and decision making body and faculty to know how
under the stress of combat takes pleased I was with the level of care
he received there. He wasdiagnosed
educated leaders.
and
treated promptly in a profesto
read
that
Colby
It is a pleasure
students are making decisions on sional and appropriate manner and
their own, without blindly follow- my wife and I were also pleased
ing the warped minds of instruc- with the regular communication
tors who don't know that Military between the Health Center and
Science instruction preparescollege ourselves.
The staff of the Garrison-Foster
graduates for careers in the military
services where they can spend a Health Center reflects credit not
lifetime maintaining peace. War is only upon themselvesbutalso upon
the result of unpreparedness and Colby College as whole.
Thank you.
ignoring the lessons of history.
Military Science courses would
certainly round out a liberal arts
James M. Klick, M.D., FCCM

Scott Osborne '91
Stu-A Social Life

ROTC Would
Round Out
Curriculum

Colby Echo
Praiseworth y

In the last two weeks, the editorial staff of the Echo was attacked
for making unsound editorial decisions. The charge that the Echo's
decisions have been,unethical are
completelyunfounded; If theEcfeo's
editorial staff wer&indeed a group
of unethical, unprofessional, narrow-minded people using the Echo
as a forum for their own personal
gain, the Echo would not show the
improvements it has achieved this
year. This is a fact that should be
blatantly obvious to anybody who
knows the Echo's track record : this
yeair's Echo has been outstanding.
The paper is cleaner, the stories
are good, the coverage has been
excellent, and the paper has in fact
won national acclaim for writing
and content. This new, better than
ever Echo has a group of committed
people behind it. All of them care
deeply about the Echo and spend
long hours trying to make it thebest
possible paper.
To say that Larry got his story
on page one just because he is the
News Editor, or that Janet as Managing Editor had the authority to
pull a review because of her personal involvement with the story is
a grave charge not only against Janet
an d Larry's ethics but also against
the integrity of the Echo staff.
This year's Echo staff works as a
group, making decisions about the
paper. Their commitment to pro-

Health Center
Credited

The Top Ten List for this Week:
Ten S igns That Finals Are Approachin g

10, WHOP hires extra drivers,
9, Scalpers sell tickets for library
seats.
8. Alarm clocks are replaced by
primal screams.
7. Professors teach quantum
physics in 20 minutes.
-
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By Amy Havel
COMMEKTTARY

>!

6, New faces appear in 8:30 a.m,
clasScs.

5. Task Force on Procrastination
forms.
- -

4, Registrar's office runs out of
drop slips,
3, Fightsbreak out in Xerox line,
2, Watorvillo experiences a caffeine shortage, .
1. School psychologist quits ,

OPINION
.Colby Red Tape Ridiculous More Toilet Tailk
Sometimes,thefrustration of getting things done at Colby just gets
to be too much. Colby is not a large
place. Many students here,including myself, came from high schools
that were larger. Yet, it is impossible to get many things accomplished at Colby in a reasonable
amount of time. Every institution
has bureaucracy and red tape. But
Colby's is ridiculous.

Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES
k

Earlier this year,an articlechronicled how financial priorities are
made at Colby. In other words, if
wyou are charged twenty dollars for
a nail—often times it seems like the
administration uses,the "pentagon
price guide" in charging students
for repairs — that twenty dollars
.will not go to replace that nail, but
instead to the top financial priori•* ties. The priorities themselves, are
decided,in the end by the Trustees.
The Student Association,feeling left
,^ out of this process, has decided to
form another one of their many
committeesto report to the trustees
about what students feel should be
fixed ! Since the trustees meet twice
-a year, and usually have more
important things to discuss than
V"

the bathroom i_n my residence hall,
I hope to have my shower fixed by,
oh my fifth reunion.
But it is not merely the finandal
priorities commission that bothers
me. Simple repairs, done daily by
Building and Grounds, seemto take
forever as well. My room poses a
certain safety problem because it is
on the ground level, so you would
think that getting a lock on a window'sI requested duringmyroom
check in on the first day of school,
wouldbe no problem. "Yet here it is,
Thanksgivings and no Jock. I don t
know who's fault it is,"but an awful
lot of requests to fix damages seem
to get lost in -the conununications
process, and nothing gets done.
And repairs are not the only
thing bothering me; the party process has been irking me as well. All
the alcohol problems aside, before
one keg is bought, a student trying
to throw a planned party has been
inundated with redtape. In the old
days,all of two years ago, a group
of students could decide a few
weeks, or even a week, in advance
to throw a party. This created a
certain amount of flexibility to the
system, and generally allowed for
moresocial choices,as many weekends had three to four events to
choose from .

Today scheduling a party is like
getting teeth pulled. Two of the
main places to hold events, The
Heights community room and Foss
dining hall, have extensive, time
consuming procedures to even get
permission to hold a party there.
The Heights only allows two parties a month, and there have only
been about two parties in Foss all
semester. Admittedly, these two
facilities are residence halls,but the
large rooms were built for hosting
events, not sitting idle weekend
after weekend.
The only other places to host
eventsare the Student Center,which
is usually booked for the semester
by the second week in school, and
Roberts. Both of these places, assuming you are lucky enough to
get a date, alsocome with extensive
paperwork. If Colby really wants
to increase the social diversity on
campus, it should allow for a little
more flexibility in the designated
places for events, and not require
that a person decide in September if
he/she wants to host an event in
December.
Or then again,the Student Association could form a committee,
which could form a subcommittee
to report to the trustees, and, after
they vote on my bathroom...?

Get Permission Before You Print
¦j *

'• .

how come' the Echo printed the
By Paul Argiro
*
decision for 1he whole campus to
COMMENrARY
read? If that decision was meant to
On Thu?^y^ i{^eim^43'' be common .knowledge to the en1989, 1 turned to page two of the tire student "body, it would have
Echo and found this headline, been an o£§rid66r .neeting.
But it wasn't an open door
"Student Judicial Board FindsBurke
'
Guilty". I had to do a double take meeting and the Echo should not
because I couldn't believe what I have printed the names of Jim
was reading. Here, it was, on page Burke, Sally Richards, Scott Webtwo no less, an article explaining ster, or Mike Flynn without their
who appeared before J-Board and knowledge or consent. Jim,in parwhat their penalty was. I couldn't ticular, was visibly upset when he
understand the importance of such saw his name in bold black letters
an article when it first appeared on that particular Thursday. Hetold
and I don't understand the impor- me that he no longer had respect for
the Echo because it refused to retance of it now.
The hearing was supposedly a spect his privacy. Personally,I don't
confidential meeting. That meant blame him.
And it seems other people don t
that students were not allowed in
unless they were directly related to blame students like Jim, for being
the indictment. If this was the case, so upset. On page eight of the same

newspaper, one of the Editorials,
the official opinion of the paper,
entitled "Fit to Print", mentioned
the fact that there-wasrsome question on what should, be printed
when it comes to J-Board hearings.
This point was also brought up at
the Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation.And the bottom line is that the
Echo will no longer print the name
of the plaintiff until after the trial
unless permission isgrantedby that
person. But the defendant's name
can be printed before, during, and
after the trial. This change in policy
(the paper printed everybody's
name at will before) is clearly a
response to a higher authority.
Unfortunatel y, it is a wrong response.
By implementing this policy the
Permission Continued On Page 8

Student s On The Street

Ahh...the Thanksgiving holi- can't placate. I can stand the yelday - a time oif eating, sleeping, low of a urinal or the unflushed
and celebrating with family and browning of a toilet on occasion,
friends. If Thanksgiving were a but it is therecurrence of exposure
longer holiday it would beat out to simultaneous offenses which
Christmasasmyfavorite,but even has forced me (and my nose) to
though the Thanksgiving vaca- write this article.
tion ranks second on my list, the
Another Isathroom problem
afternoon spent lounging on the that confronts me daily is wliat to
couch with a satiated belly and do after I've finished expelling
satisfied eyes (zeroing in on the bodily refuse. My mother always
Cowboys) is unparalleled. Of told me to wash my handsto avoid
course we all enjoyThanksgiving germs and disease, and I always
simply because we get a taste of thought she had a good point,but
our old luxuries - great food , I can never find any soap or paper
plenty of sleep,a chance to avoid towels in the dorm bathrooms. I
homework,and clean,aroma-free continued heeding my mother's
bathrooms.
advice for a while and tried to use
the toilet paper to dry my hands
Steve Collier
with.- anyonewho's ever triedthis
will know that this ploy was unLIKE IT OR NOT
successful, so I've gone to thewet
Yes, that's, right - sanitary hands,finger-flick method asa sort
bathrooms. Bathrooms mayseem of compromise. I did, however,
like -a rather odd topic for an ar- find a gooduse for the toilet paper
ticle that could discuss any num- -there wasa rough spot withsome
ber of important issues, but I'm sliverson mybed and that needed
pissed about the urine-ladenbath- sanding and the toilet paper
roonis I "clean" myself in every- worked beautifully.
day. 1 may have an abnormal
Basicallyl'm confused and unhousehold, but I didn't confront resolved about the .entire handan unflushed toilet, boot on the washing issue. I'd like to believe
floor, whiskers in the sink, or my mother,T)ut I'm sure any elite
someone's dirty underwear on college with a fully-staffed health
my shower rod over the entire center and a wealth of knowledge
Thanksgiving vacation. Now I would surely provide soap and
hate to complain about minor in- paper towels if they were really
conveniences, and it's not that I necessary. I "suppose I could get a
mind the occasional aroma of towel and soap out of my room
ur
ine, butits the frequency of the every time I go to the bathroom
offenses that disturbs me.
and simply ignore the inconvenI don't want the cleaning staff ience -and I did try this for a while
to take the Mame,as they do afine - but I've found that when I'm in a%
job/ rather'it'Vtfie inconsiderate ' friend's d orm, by the time I run
behavior of fellow students that I from his or her room, grab the
want to flush. I think it's a srnali towel and soap and run back, I
minority that's to blame, and I don't have to go anymore.
concede that flushing the toilet
Of coursethere aremany more
does take tiVne and does require enj oyable thingsabout Thanksgivputting your hand (or foot) on ing than clean bathrooms, hut I
stainless steel that many other really was refreshed by flushed
similarly soiled hands have toilets, towels, soap, and a sin k
grahbed, but 1 still think every uncluttered by someoneelse'shair.
Colby student is up to the task, Students can't do much about the
If s funny then, that almost every accessibility/of soap or paper towtime I walk, into the b&throom elSj; but 'WHWuhiteina' wmmoiS
(whether it's in my dorm, the cause to dispel the bathroom,odor,
library, dining hall, or classroom so _no matter how much you like
building) I'm confronted by the your body4 flush a little of it down
familiar yellow urinal and an odor each day - or a least provide a can
which even the cilia! in my liose of Lysol for the next user.Q

"Do you thin k seniors who fall short of gradua tion requirements should be allowed to march during
graduation exercises and receive a blank dip loma?"
Sam Shrestha, '92:
"I think the distribution requirements thing is a large part of aColby
education and I think they should
have all those done. But I don't
think the administration should be
too hard on those guys. I^ would
depend on the situation." ,

Randy Notes, '92:
"Sure, because that's her class she
spent four years with and she
should be able to at least walk with
them. It's their $80,000 right."

Edle Clark,'92:
"Yes, I think thej? should because
they've spent nil four years with
the students and it's a finalizing
they should be a part of."

Lisa Ensign, '90s
"I do,liecause if it's somet hi ng
Hkethey missed a P,E. requirement,
it's ridiculous for them not to go
through the graduation."

Mark Panel., '90:
"Sure, they should be able to do it
because in a lot of cases people fall
short of cred it s because they're in
maj or s where courses are three
credits, for no reason. Incases like
that , it doesn't lessen the importance of oth er people's diplomas
because they 've done at least as
much work as everyone else."
pho tos by J ennifer Bracken

Permission

he reported. 2) Do not print names
Continued Form Page7
of either the plaintiff or the defenEcho is waiving the rights of the dant appearing before J-Board undefendant whileoverprotectingthe less both parties are talked to and
rights of the plaintiff. To me, this is both parties agree. If the parties
not the way to go. What the Echo refuse comment, no story. Period.
should do is: 1) Print the initial 3) As far as printing what the J"newsbreaking" article. For ex- Board decides punishment should
ample, "Student Dowses Security be for the defendant (provided he/
Guard", if something like this she is guilty), again, seek permisoccurs in, say , the Student Center, sion. That's all, just three simple
and is public knowledge,it should guidelines.

Here at Colby we don't see a list
of every student on Academic Probation, Social Probation, or Disciplinary Probation printed each
month in the Echo. So it is only
natural that students facing even
tougher fines and disciplinary actions should also havetheir privacy
respected. And if the Echo must dig
for a story, ask permission first.
Common courtesy can go a long
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Sunshine Specia l
2 Eggs ,
- 2 Slices of
French Toast &
Homefries
$2.95

BUSCH BAR BOTTLES

$9.89

MILLER GENUINE DRAFT 6 PK BOTTLES

$2.99

*J
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5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.
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270 KENNEDY DRIVE 873-5184

Bear left alter the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the left.
.

"

WATE RVILLE DRIVE THRU

Benton Avenue - Winslow
—

""

WE SELL: DISCOUNT BEER, WINE, SODA, FRESH
DOUGH PIZZA, AND HOT & COLD SANDWICHES

Open Seven Days a W eek

—

207-872-3456

WATE RVILL EDRIVE THRU
SPECIAL S!]

DINER

| Cftlb y SPftClal
2 Eggs,
Bacon , Toast ,
Pancakes ,
Homefries
& Coffee
$4.50

"Needs!!!

For A Your Travel

COLBY COLLEGE• ROBERT'S UNION
WATERVILLE, MAINE 04901

^^
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BONNIE'S

I a division of McQuatfe Enterprises, Inc.

r~3. /

I
iaS
If

way.Q

Get off the Hill for a
Real Homecooked breakfast
at

Campus Icrel Sen/ice

,

iOSEPra* S

A-f aOWHIMO.& SPOOTtMOGOODS

I

453-9756

MAIN STREET, t AIWHILP

$ Quality Books and Magazines
* Special Orders
*Gourme t Coffee and Tea

We Buy bocf ^books f or cosh

at any time!

The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Square
Waterville , ME 04901
872-0939
Open Mon .-Thurs., 10-7, Fri. & Sat , 10-9

n-i pflgiw ftMiMim mnktmn

Hpcke y:
20$off al/ Hi^JidCut Sneakers 40$off aJiprotectiveequipment
,
hy Cooper. CCA/, M'ono. Flak, Danzi
by: MAT, AD/DAS.. RFCBOK
, * ASICS
20$off a)) accessories
A V/A , SAUCONV
10$ off sticks- / OOs in stock:
,, Cooper, Montreal
Kahtx Christian
Basketballs by:
Titan, Vic , andCanadian.
e_ ^ i^_ ™ u/iie^n
o*
Wilson 4.
+ MiL^
Mikasa
Spalding,

B a sketball :

$8,99/+ +

SECRET SANTA HEADQUARTERS
300 IMPORTED BEERSTO SELECTFRO M
FREDCENET CHAMPAGNE $6.25
FREEBOTTLECUSTOMIZING!
GAG
ON GIFTS
OF
WINE GIFT PACKS

GREAT ^ELECTI
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Figure Skates ,too!

C SECRET SANTA $
GIFTS
C
3

873 - 6228

|, J O KAS '^ iscouNr

U3ed skates available , sha r peni ng - $1.50"
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Starting on Friday ,Decemberl, 1989
: Dining Services will have a Pota to Bar
set up at each dinner meal in all halls
: thro ugh Thursday, December 7.
Enjoy!!
>

The Potato Bar will not be available on
¦
, .
Saturday s or Sund ays.
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1989-1990 Winter Sports Schedule
MEN'S BASKETBALL
December

Januarv

February

March

1
2
9
28-29

Tufts -H
Suffolk-H
Salem State-H
BYU-Hawaiian Toimaey -A

7:30
2:00
2:00
7:00

10
12
13
20
23
26
27
31 '
2
3
7
W
17
21
23-25
28
3,7,10

U. Southern Maine -A
Wheaton -A
Clark -A
U. Mass.- Boston -A
Bowdoin -A
Williams -H
Amherst -H
Sates -H Middlebury -H .
MorwicH -H
Thomas -H
St. Joseph's -H
Connecticut College -A
Bowdoin. -H
Catholic U. Tourney -A
Bates -A
ECAC Championship -TBA

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
December
1
8-9
January
12
13
16
19
20
i
23
25
27-28
31
February
3
7
9
10
13
17
21
24
28
I
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
December
January

February

Mar<h

27 .
2-4
10
14
17-16
13

: . . USCGA at MIT -A

24

26

February

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

Janu ary

•
|

Hemy

Cont inued From Fag e 1
up from the Canadian border. "
As a Colby student , Henry was
active in track , cross country, and
soccer, and he also enjoyed being a
member of the Lamda Chi fraternity/although he expressed disapproval for some of the rougher
hazing prac tices.
When asked wha t ho t hinks
abou t presen t-day Colby students

^

<

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
33
January
20
" 28
February
3
9
17
¦
23-24 March
34
9-10

OPEN -H
Bowdoin. UNH -H
N.E. TACat Harvard -A
Bates, Bowdoin, Smith -A
MAIAW State Meet, UM -A
N.E. Div.III at Bowdoin -A
N-E D-ttf at-BU-A '
ECAC Champs at Bates -A
NCAA Champs at Smith -A

7:30 :

MEN'SSQUASH

March

5:30
6:00
5:30
5:30
_ 6:00
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
6:30 .
5:30
1:00
5:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
1:00
530
1:00 -

,,

.

1-3
12
16
17
21
26-27
3
7

February

n
March

24-25 2-4

WOMEN'S SQUASH
December

5
8

January

16
19
20
26
' 6
9-11
16
24 :
. - 24 -

February

MEN'S SWIMMING
December
> January

2
19 .
20 '

27

February

3
7
17 "
2-4 :

March
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
December
January
February

2
19
20 -.
27 ;
3
7
17
23*25

MEN'S AND WOMEN'SSKIING
12-13
January
19-20
27-28
February
2-3 .
10-11
16-17
23-24

TBA .
3:00
3:45
2:00
7:00.
2:00.
7;0O

MEM'S «B" BASKETBALL
December
4
7 :
9
17'
January
24 =
27:
29 :
February
10
12
14
16"

2:00

«.<»

4;0O
7:00
10,00
TBA
WO

, TBA

I

I

I

l

1:00
11:00
1:00
TBA
TBA

I

Williams Round Robin -A
N
MIT -A
Haveford -H
Bates -A
Bates, Bowdoin -A
Wesleyan Round Robin -A
Tufts at Bowdoin -A
Bates -H
Bowdoin, USMA -A
N1SRA Team at Penn. -A
NJSRAIndivid, at Vassar -A
Bowdoin -A
Colgate at Tufts -A
Haverford -H
Wellesley-A
Amgerst Round Robin -A
Middlebury at Bates -A
Bates -H
Howe Cup at Yale -A
Bowdoin -H
Amherst -H
Smith -H

TBA
4:00
4:00
3:00
12:00
TBA
11:30
3:00
1:00

*

4:00 4:00
-

4:00
9:00
4:00
4:00
' 9:00
4:00
2:30
S:30

'

Co-inecHouV College -A .«, ._ „ „ „,_, * _ 1:0Q„
Middlebury-H
7:00
1:00
t Norwich tH
Clark -rf ,
1:00
Bowdoin -H
2:00,
U. Maine -A
4:d0'
Bates -A
1:00
New England- - Williams -A
Connecticut College-A
Middlebury -H
Norwich -H
Clark-H
Bowdoin -H
U. Maine -A
Bates -A
New Englands ~ Bowdoin -A

Bates -H
Husson *A
Br idgton Academy-H
.Husson -H
Bridgton Academy -A ;
MCJ -H

7:00
7:00
5:30
700
7:00
4:00

& Joseph's 41

4:30

U. Maine, Fantitn gtoft pH

7:00

MCI-A
SMVTI «A

^ •

11:00
4:00
1:00
1:00
11:00
7:00
1:00

Castleton State meet at Pko Peak, VT
Colby-Sawyer Meet at King Ridge,NH
Bowdoin Carnival at Shiwnee Peak, Maine
Johnson State/St , Michael's Mee t, VT
Skldmore Carnival at West Mfc,NY
Dly II Championships at Mt. Snow, VT
Div 1Championships at Middlebury,VT

Bates -A

¦

¦

M

he sa id , "well, I" m no t worr ied

abou t ihe futur e of America . I sur e
have a lot of faith in them ."
Henry has been g iving spe eches
f or t he pas t t hree years abou t "The
Colby I Knew" and would l ove t o
doitagftinthlsy ear . Henry says the
curren t curriculum is entirely differen t than it used to be, and that it
is "truly liberal arts now." He says
he really enjoys t ha t Colbyctt es
singing after his speeches because
"it puts the frosting on the cake for

me."

¦

4

i l l

I

4

*

7:00

7:00
7:00

I

Henry has some definite items
on his agenda for future improvements at Colby. In addition to cheering and bu ilding t he Colby spiri t,
h e also has visions of a "Colby
Ho t el," buil t by the Woodsmen's
t eam , solely for use by Colby parents at reduced prices.
H e also has concerns abou t our
mascot, "I don'tlikothenameColby
mules , it downgrades our athletes. "
He says "a mule can't swim, ho

can 't run , and he 's no t much of a
jumper. Bates has the Bobcats , but
a mule would run from a bobcat. I
think we should chan ge it to a more
appropria te name ," Henry sugges t s
t heColby Ch ief s , adding t ha t many
Colby athletes agree with him.
"I think Henry is outstandin g,"
said J anet Rackliff , a checker in t he
dining halls. "He goes: beyond
where hehns to go and has a true affection lor the kids that really
shows,"Q

, .

,„

•
¦
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December
January

1:00
-

?

8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
2:00
7:30
8:00
3:00
7:30
9:00
3:00
7:30

UNH at Bowdoin -A
N.E. TAG at Harvard -A
Maine State Meet -H Bates at Tufts -A
N.E. Div. m at Bates -A
New EnglaaicteatMlT-A
ECAC Championship -TBA
NCAA Champs, at Smith -A

February

II

1

20
28
3
. 10
17
23-24
2-3 :
9-10

7:30
7:30
7:30
'
7:30
i ria
7:00
Vwl( <: I
3:00 - ' '
7:30 '
7:00
7:00
3:00
7;00
7:00
2:00
7:00
7:30
3:00
3:30
7:00 5:00

U. Mass., Boston -A
Bowdoin-H
Salem State -A
American International.-.
!'*
Holy Cross -A Amherst-H
St AnseLm's -A
' U.Mass "Boston -H
Holy Gross -H
WUliattto -H - '
: Gustaviis Adolpl-us-H
Middlebury -H'
Norwich -H
St.Anselm's-H : Union -A
Hamilton-A
Babson -A
. Bowdoin -A
..
Connecticut College-H
ECAC Championship -TBA
ECAC Championship -TBA
ColbyInvitational -H
. : Harvard -A
Princeton at Providence -A
Providence M \
. Northeastern -H
:
: Alumxae~H
" UNH .-H ? i
¦
Wesleyan -A '¦
:
¦ Yale-A
Bowdoin -H
Middlebury -A
St. LaiVvrertCc,Mlddlebury ,A
Concordia Tbiimament -A
: OPEN
Bowdoin -A
Bowdoin In-fa.-ionat - A '

16
20
21

'

Tufts -H
Wheaton Tourney -A
Wheaton -A
Clark -A
U. Southern Main e -A
Bates -A
U. Mass Boston-A
.
Bowdoin -A
U. Maine, Farmington -H
Albany Tourney -A
Bates -H
.
WPI -H :
Thomas -H
Husson -A
St. Joseph's -H
Gordon -A
Connecticut College -A
Bowdoin-H
Emmantiel -H
" ECAC Championships -TBA

2
6
9
' 6'
11
, 14
16
20
26
27
30'
2
3
6
9
10 '
17
21
24
27
2-3

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
*
" December
1-2
8"
9
6
January
9.
13

^
"

ll _-«_M_»-UI

Any student plannin g to remain on campus dur ing J anuar y and NOT doing a J an Plan
should pick up a form from
Th elma Plusqu ell ic In t h e Dean
of St uden t s Off ice, LovejoyllO.
This form must be signed by a
sponsor , either facult y or adminis t ra to r,and re t urned t o t he
Dean of Studen ts Office on or
before December 11, 1989.

^

*
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Mules Preparing To Squash The Competition
Continuity The Key To
Women's Season

Men Look To Overcome
Losses, Go To Nationals

By Steven Graber

By Steven Graber
STAFF WRITER
the first weekend of December, the Colby men's
squ ash team will play six matches in three days, their
In
first competition of the season. ""It will be strenuous,
tenuous, and venomous" said senior team member
Graham "Crunchy Knees" Powis.
While there is some turn-over from last year's team,
including the loss of Rob Schwandt and DaveLongcope (both
whom went to Nationals) to graduation, tjie squad will be
returning players such as sophomores Jim Conrad and Mike
Keller, junior Charlie Allen, and seniors Powis and captain
» Sam Tucker. Frosh Dilan "Casanova" Siritunga is a very
strong prospect from Sri Lanka (where he is ranked nationally) and should help the team.
It remains to be seen if the Mule squashers will be imroved
over last season's team. According to one player, the
p
- Bowdoin team will feature the player to beat, Gary "Prince"
Robins.
The ultimate goal for the team is to qualify for Nationals,
to be held at the University of Pennsylvania, and the top one
or two Colby players will be lookin g to go to the individual
* Nationals, at Vassar CollegeD

STAFF WRITER

photo by Jon Thompson
Women's Squash Coach Paula Aboudis looking to depth and
talent for what she expects to be the best season yet for her 16membersquad.PlayersKristenHock '90and BebeClark '90 are
shownabove in practice.

Swimmers To Make A
Splash On The New
England Scene
By Randy Yarlas
STAFF WRITER

_-____a n_a B__i H-naiam-_ Ma__i

If"

oth the men's and
women's swim teams are
gearing) up for another
Bexciting season. Everyone
is optimistic, including new head
coach Shelly Amaral,who spent the
last two years as an assistant coach
at Ithaca College. Both teams have
been practicing since November 1,
and all indicators are pointing
towards a season that should surpass last year's highly successful
campaigns.
Last year the men's team had
one of its finest seasons ever. They
placed tenth in New England, .the
team's first top ten finish. Senior
team member Peter Sekulow feels
that a lot of the success is due to the
fine physical condition of the athletes.
"From what I've seen in four
years, the men came in with the best
shape ever - either through water
polo last season or through the
optional practices," he said.
The men's team has gotten better every year, and they are not
stopping now. "When I was a freshman, this team was in its infancy,
Looking back, this team has come
around 180degnees,andit'slargely
due to the freshman swimmers.
They've made up for laat year's
seniors, and then some," Sekulow
said.
The team this year has a lot of
depth, and that is important when
considering how many different
events and swimmers are needed
for each meet.
The confidence level is high, as
it must be. Come January, those
athletes will be put to Ihe test.
During Jan Plan, tho most intense
training takes place.And from there,

arring injuries, the Colby women's squash team
should be one of the toughest teamsin Maine this
winter. Depth will be the key to their success, as
Bwill be the return of last season's top two players,
sophomores Margaret Igoe and Meredith Johnson.
Coach Paula Aboud is determined to have a focused team,
a team with continuity, and without disruptions. She has
made clear the point that if a player goes away (for January or
second semester), she will not play at all this season. "No one
on the team is going away this year," said Aboud.
Also returning for the team this year are senior co-captains Kristen Hock and Sarah Hayne. Both should play in the
top five for th e Lady Mules,who are 16 players strong. Strong
frosh prospects include Kristen Archer and Abigail Knapp.
Aboud citesa goal for the team asbeatingTufts for the first
time. With a full squad for the entire season, coach Aboud h as
the depth and commitment she needs to do this and improve
on last season's sub - .500 finish.
"We'll have the best teamihat I've had yet at Colby," she
said.Q

theNewEngland tourmamentisjust
aroungl .the corner.
"Everyone seems pretty positive, and Jan Plan is a tough time. If
we can get'through the month injury-free and with the right attitudes,then there is no reason why
we can't move up a notch or two
from last year," said Sekulow.
The women's team is optimistic
as well. With twenty-nine swimmers on the team,thisgroup is full
of depth. And although Sally White,
Colby's All-American swimmer,
will not be with the team in January, her absence will not create a
major problem. The team has only
one meet before she returns, and it
is not expected to be a very tough
one.
The women hope that they can
have as successful a season as last
year,in which they placed number
sixintheNewEngland tournament.
This shouldn't be a problem if they
can keep their confidence level up.
''We're all very positive about
this year's team," says senior
Carolyn Baker. "We're all getting
along, and this is important. There
is also a lot of motivation on this
team. We always seem to get the
good performances when wc need
it." She also adds that this is a team
with a lot of flexibility - with many
women swimming many different
events.
Ifboththe menand women want
to place where they did last year, it
will not be easy,which even Coach
Amaral will admit Bu(j she also
plans to enjoy the se&_oiju "There is
no doubt that a lot of work gets
done,but we also try to have some
fun," she said.
But in January, Ihe fun is over.
Both teams willbegcttlngreadyfor
the big tournament , and making
themselves and Colbyproud.Q

The Critical Point
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR
My attentionsrecently haveieen focusednot oft Colby College,Matt Hancock,Wadsworth Gymnasium,.Alfond Arena,or thelike,but instead on home cooking,turkey,mom and dad,and of course,
NFL football . As this is one of my favorite subjects of discussion (next to ROTC, CIA, EPC, and all
that BS),I decided to take this opportunity to share some of my perceptions of the 12-game-old 1989
NFL season,
After ho urs of reviewinggame films,weeks of deep concentration,and many conversations with
the top football gurus of America, the long awaited result is the first (and probably the last)
presentation of Doctor D's three-quarters of the season NFL awards. So hang on to your seats folks,
here goes.
The J Can't BelieveThey've WonMore Than Three Games award: The most surprising team of
1989 has got to be the Green Bay Packers. With winsover the likes of Chicago, Minnesota, and San
Francisco, quarterback Don Majkowski and his hoys look to be for real.Now in a first-place tie, the
Pack is on track to make its first post-season appearance after yearsof suff ering. They can finally say
that the Packis Back,A distant second for this award goes to the Miami Dolphins,but the feeling here
is that they'll ba done come January*
The What theHetl are yott Doingin last Place? award: lacked by nearly everyoneto finish in
firstplace, the defending AFC West champion Seattle Seahawks are floundering in the basement of
what ii already a lousy division, and thus take the prtee for thi$ year's biggest disappointment, The
Hawksalso get the Snooze award for being so boring to watch that I've actually turned them off and

opted to study.

The Golden Throne award: They've got a new owner, a new coach, two new All-American

quarterbacks, and the Dallas Cowboys still stink,

II
i

I
I
I

The Alcoa Can't WaitFantasticFinish of the Year award: Thisonegoes to the Buffalo Bills,,and
their back-up quarterback Frank Reich/ for rtje last minute drive they put together to beat the "L A.
Rams On Moncf ny Night Football in week six.AlthoughI have a hometown bia$ toward this one,I
don't think anyone who saw it can deny that the last three minutes of this game werem excitingas
any in. recenth3$toty.A not*tao-distanfc second for this award goes to ihe Philadelphia Eagles, who
$natche4 victory front the bowels of defeat by
forcing a fumble late in the game against the
to do
the
was run out the clock.
(ill
when
Skins
ha<*
WashingtonRedskin^
The I Van 'kthink Ee Caui&Play forCo tbyCollege award: NewEngland Patriots', quarterback
DougHutiemaybeahoxne tm.favortte,buttet'$faceit>: theguy can't play in thsNFL,He'$tao short,
bis arm isn't strong enough, and he fust doesn't have what it takes.The Pats could doj much better

. with tiheir mortey ttaft waste it on a weeless Ihird strin g, quarter back

The Man \tiith the Cotden Gun aWafch Who.else bull; Joe Montana is more
70deserving of
recognition «$ the garnet best ^uatter baek? With *completion pejecentagg over percent thto
Mtttt ft, thi*guy can eertato ty stake & claim to the title of thebeM evetto playthe gar he*Atsd giw»
^te ' to DM M&rinOrthe ^
Therc youliaveit folks, the good, the bad, and the ugly of the NR after 12games- Ut me leave
yott ^ot wth ttrt awdfarpast pei^^^
mutcbup of the Son Franc isco49crs and the Buffalo 0iUfl very carefully-I have a feoliiigwe'll socit
ag&ln. this fenimxy in Now Orleans*

* otfo *
f O WSee p ag e 10 f or a f ull Winter Sports Schedule
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Men 's Hoop Team Opens With A Ban g

Hancock Leads White Mules To A 106-95 Win Over Husson , Captures School Career Scorin g Record
By David -Roderick
STAFF WRITER
hile most of the
Colby community
was away for
W Thanksgiving break.
Matt Hancock and the rest of the
Colby men's basketball team were
in Bangor, starting their 1989-90
campaign on the right foot by beating Husson College 106-95.
Hancock, Colby's All-America
senior forward,poured in 46 points,
which was just enough to break the
career scoring record held by 1978
graduate Paul Harvey. Harvey totaled 2,075 points in his career.
Hancock has now accumulated
2,076, with an entire season left to
play.
His 46 points came off of a 12for
19 performance from the field, and
an amazing 20 for 20 from the foul
line, which is also a new Colby
record.Paced by Hancock,the team
performance from the line totaled
an impressive 39 for 41 (95.1%).
Hancock also tallied 9 rebounds and
dished out 8 assists.
"What made it impressive was

that Matt wasn't forcing his shots
and was getting his points in the
flow of the game," said Coach Dick
Whitmore.
DespiteHancock's46 points,the
offensive attack was still quite balanced. Sophomore forwardJohn Rimas scored 12 points, sophomore
John Daileaneshadll, while junior
Kevin Whitmore and senior cocaptain Nick Childs each scored 10
points. Childs also grabbed 13 rebounds for the Mules.The two starting guards, senior co-captain Rob
Hyland (6 assists) and junior Tom
"Elvis" Dorion (8 points) also had
solid performances.
Although the offensive attack is
sound,the team's defense concerns
the coach.
"Wehave many offensive weapons, but our team's success will
depend on how we progress defensively," said Coach Whitmore.
"We'veproventhat we can score
a lot of points, and if we can shut
down other teams by improving
our defense, we'll get better," said
Rimas.
Whitmore also said that Clint
Williams, who was injured last
season,will be a "defensive spark"
for the team.

Somehavebeenwonderingwho
is going to compensate for the loss
of Scott Jablonski, a 1989 graduate
who was the team's top rebounder
last season. However, neither the
coach nor the players seem too
concerned at this point.
Rimas says a "team effort"will
pick up the slack, and Coach Whitmore expects Childs,Rimas, Kevin
Whitmore and frosh forward Paul
Butler to make an impact under the
basket this season. Against Husson, Colby out-rebounded the
Braves 43 to 34.
It looks like Colby has a good
enough team to contend for the
ECAC tournament once again this
season. Husson has given Colby a
difficult time over the past f ew
seasons,but the Mules managed to
beat them handily on the road in
their first game of the season.
Will it be possible for them to
improve on their 20-5record of last
season? Only time will tell,but with
the leadership of Hancock and a
strong bench, Colby has.an excellent and perhaps even improved
basketball team this season.
photo by Robyn Closer
The Mules play their first home
game tomorrow evening against Seniors Nick Chil&sQeft) and Matt Hancock are tzoo of the leaders of the
p owerf ul Colby men's hoop team.
Tufts University.Q

Lady leers Rebuilding For Promisin g Future
versities .As if this does not makethe going tough enough, the
By Hal Paul
team has lost its top three scorers from last year's squad,
STAFF WRITER
including All-American Megan Patrick.
Still, first year head coach Laura Halldorson, who succeeds. Rob Pfeiffer, accepts the challenges awaiting her team
oping to upgrade Colby's program in the long this winter. Coach Halldorson maintains an optimistic outrun and improve the chances of receiving post- look on the season, but takes a realistic view. The former
season tournament bids from the "strength of assistant at Princeton considers this "a rebuilding year,"
H schedule"conscious ECAC selection committee, something all teams must cope with every now and then.
the Colby women's ice hockey team will be facing more
Playing against many offensively gifted teams, HalldorDivision I teams this year than ever before.
son- sees a tight checking game in the defensive zone as
During a ten day stretch in early January,the team plays important to the team's overall play. Teamcaptain junior Kay
three games against high caliber, scholarship granting uni- Cowperth wait will beanchoring the defense and Halldorson

An Unusual Season Finale

pltoto by Raibyn Glaser
The Colby football squad f inishedtheir season with a victory,but not over Bowdoin. They def eated the fi eldhockeyteam ,4-3,at
their own game, in the annual grudg e match between the tzoo teams.

will look to her for leadership on the ice.
Heather Hamilton, who stepped in last year and played
well on defense, will double this season as a forward on the
first line with senior assistant captains Jen Holsten and Sarsu
Madden. Halldorson hopes that this line will "step in and fill
the void in scoring created by the departure of last year's
seniors."
The second line, composed of sophomores Jenny Alfond
and Kristin Wallace and junior Liz Preston, will be asked tb .
skate on power plays,to kill short-handed situations,and,of
course, to score.
Frosh joinin g the team this year are Emily Muldoon,
Melody Ko, and Anny Mahoney. Muldoon will see considerable ice time this year, according to Halldorson. K
^
Because a few players have elected to take their studies
over January off campus, Halldorson has added several
inexperienced players to the roster hoping that, in time, they
will be able to contribute,
Junior JulieCollard did notplay at Colby eitherof her first
two years but has joined the team to fill this type of position.
Senior forward Lynn Magovern "may not h ave played much
last year but must this year," according to Halldorson. Many
others will be asked to contribute to the lady Mules' '89- 90
season.
*
Playing teams that are more well rounded and skilled
game after game after game can be discouraging for a team,
A losing attitude can be detrimental to the team's success
against the loss competitive teams.
Ha lldorson says she is "concerned about this because I
don't want my players to think we had a bad season because
of how we fared against the big Division I schools. Better
competition makes the team better. We'll see how it effects
them."
Cowperthwait considers this team "young and feisty,"
believing it is capable of creeping up on the competition and
contending for the Division III Championship. A prediction
of the team's success would be unfair to make because
"feisty"teams have a way of proving their evaluators wrong.
Th e Lad y Mules will h ost th e annual Colby Inv ita t ional
women's hockey tournament this Friday and Saturday at
Alfond Arena, with Colby, Wesleyan, Boston College, and
Concordia University of Montreal competihgO

